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Introduction

Introduction
Interactive Brokers provides an Application Programming Interface (API) which you can use to connect to Trader Workstation (TWS) and trade in your IB account. Our API lets you develop your own automated trading strategies using the
programming language of your choice.
The API allows you to connect through either TWS or the IB Gateway.
l

l

Connecting through TWS requires that you have the application running, but also allows you to test and confirm
that your API orders are working correctly.
Connecting through the IB Gateway allows you to use the API without a large GUI application running, but does
not provide an interface for you to test and confirm API activity.

What This Document Is
This guide is an overview of the C# interface and makes use of the sample applications provided with the
TWS API software to demonstrate the TWS API functionality. It is intended for beginning C# API customers and is complementary to our API Reference Guide. After reading this document, you should have a general overview of the TWS
API and will be able to identify which TWS API methods are behind some of the most important functions in the sample
applications.

Guide Summary
This guide includes the following topics:
l

Installing the API

l

Connecting to TWS

l

Requesting Different Kinds of Data

l

Orders

l

Account Handling

l

Looking for Contracts

l

Reuters Fundamentals

l

Exercising Options

l

Financial Advisors

l

Next Steps

What This Document Is Not
This document is not a tutorial and any discussion about API source code provided with the API software has been intentionally omitted. If you are reading this guide, you should be familiar enough with programming so that you can work
through the provided sample code. It is outside the scope of this guide to provide detailed step-by-step instructions on
how to write a TWS API application. Users who require further assistance are encouraged to read the Building a C# API
Sample Application tutorial, which is part of the API Reference Guide.
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Introduction
The process of building and running the sample applications is also not covered in this document. All required project
files are provided “out of the box” for that specific purpose.
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Installing the API

Installing the API
Download and install the API software as follows:
1. Click Trading > API Solutions from the menu on our website, and then click the More Info button under
IB API.
2. Click the API Software button.
3. Click I Agree on the API Software License page.
4. Click the button that corresponds to the API version you want to download (production or beta versions for Windows or Mac).
5. Follow the instructions provided with the installation.
After the installation process is finished, there will be two directories in the API’s installation folder:
l

source - Contains all the source files for the API client libraries.

l

samples - Contains all sample code demonstrating how to use the API.

C# API Source Code
As of API Version 9.72, the source/csharpclient directory contains two different projects:
l

client/CSharpAPI – The C# API library.

l

activex/TWSLib – An ActiveX control encapsulating the C# API.

This guide uses only the C# API library and the samples developed around it.

C# API Sample Code
To help you become familiar with our programming interface, we have developed two different sample applications
based on the exact same API:
l

l

IBSamples - A minimalistic console based sample intended to quickly show every available method which can
be invoked.
IBSampleApp - A more elaborate project consisting of a graphical user interface through which you interact with
the TWS. The different features of the API are conveniently grouped according to their functionality.

This document uses IBSampleApp to demonstrate the capabilities of the TWS API.
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Installing the API

Launch the IBSampleApp Sample Application
For the purpose of following this guide, you can easily launch the IBSampleApp sample application from your
API installation folder. IBSampleApp is located in the samples/CSharp/IBSampleApp/bin/Release directory.
IBSampleApp looks like this when you first open it:
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Connecting to TWS - eConnect

Connecting to TWS - eConnect
The first step to interacting with TWS (or IB Gateway) is to establish a connection. This is achieved with the EClientSocket’s eConnect method. In order to connect, you need to provide:
l

The IP address of the machine hosting TWS

l

The port on which TWS is listening

l

A unique client ID, which will help identify each connecting API client application.

Take a look at the IBSampleApp’s Connection tab after a connection with TWS has been established. We've blown up
the important fields on this tab so you can see them easily:

TWS and the IB Gateway allow up to eight different TWS API client applications to be connected at the same time.
After successfully connecting to the TWS, the client application will start receiving some messages from the TWS. All
these messages are received via the implementing class of the EWrapper interface. Some of these events will be covered
later in this guide.
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Requesting Different Kinds of Data

Requesting Different Kinds of Data
Most trading strategies involve calculations making use of market data. The TWS API lets you get this data from TWS.
In IBSampleApp, you do this on the Data tab:

Important: The TWS API can only receive market data from a specific product if and only if the logged in user has the
relevant real time market data subscriptions. This applies for both real time and historical data being requested from the
API.
In the rest of this section of the guide, we will use IBSampleApp to show you how to:
l

Define a contract

l

Request real-time market data

l

Request historical data

l

Request historical real-time bars

l

Request market depth

l

Run a market scanner
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Defining Contracts

Defining Contracts
Before you can receive any data, you first have to identify the security for which you want the data. A contract can be
defined in multiple ways according to the instrument’s own nature. The most typical contract definition includes symbol,
security type and exchange. The prefilled example from the Market Data tab under the Data tab in the sample application
corresponds to the EUR.USD forex pair:

Forex pairs are simple to define because they can be defined with only four attributes (Symbol, SecType, Currency and
Exchange). Security types such as futures or options require a more elaborate description.
Every time a new request that requires a contract (i.e. market data, order placing, etc.) is sent to TWS, the platform will
try to match the provided contract object with a single candidate. If there is more than one contract matching the same
description, TWS will return an error notifying you there is an ambiguity. In these cases the TWS needs further information to narrow down the list of contracts matching the provided description to a single element.
The best way of finding a contract’s description is often in TWS itself. In TWS, you can easily check a contract’s description either by double clicking it or through the Contract Info -> Description menu, which you access by right-clicking a
contract in TWS. The Contract Description window in TWS looks like this:
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Defining Contracts

The symbol displayed in the TWS contract’s description corresponds to the API’s localSymbol attribute, while the API’s
symbol is usually the TWS’ underlying’s symbol.
Note: Several other contract definition examples are provided in the IBSamples project’s ContractSamples
class.
You can also request contract details directly from TWS, and this will be explained later in this guide.
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Requesting Real-Time Market Data - reqMktData

Requesting Real-Time Market Data - reqMktData
You use the API reqMktData method to request real-time market data. In IBSampleApp, you request market data on the
Market Data tab under the Data tab:

To get market data, fill in the Contract fields, and then click the Add Ticker button.

How Is the Market Data Delivered?
The EWrapper interface defines several methods for the reception of market data: tickPrice, tickString, tickSize, etc.
What these methods receive is a request identifier (tickerId), specific value that is being received (called the tick type)
and the value itself. Once the market data request has been triggered, the information will arrive via these events. It is
here when the importance of the tickerId attribute passed to the reqMktData call is highlighted: it is the only means by
which a response can be related to its original request.
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Requesting Real-Time Market Data - reqMktData

For more information about tick types, see the API Reference Guide.
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Requesting Historical Data - reqHistoricalData

Requesting Historical Data - reqHistoricalData
The delivery mechanism for historical data is very similar to the real time data: a unique identifier is provided as part of
the reqHistoricalData request in order to identify the incoming data via the historicalData callback from the EWrapper
interface. From now on, you can assume that every method requiring a unique identifier as part of its parameters will
work the same way.
Historical data is delivered in the form of candlesticks indicated by high, low, open and close prices. Some indicators
provide extra information such as volume in the case of TRADES. It is important to observe the historical data limitations when making historical data requests to avoid a pacing violation.
Using IBSampleApp, you request historical data using the Bar Request section of the Market Data tab. Once again, you
fill in the fields and then click the Historical button. The output is displayed in a grid as shown below.
The API does not provide any graphic capabilities. The chart is part of the sample application to allow for better visualization of the incoming data.
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Requesting Real-Time Historical Bars - reqRealTimeBars

Requesting Real-Time Historical Bars reqRealTimeBars
The TWS API lets you subscribe to historical data to receive updates automatically in order to circumvent some of the
historical data limitations already mentioned. By invoking the reqRealTimeBars method, your client application will
receive the bar from the last five seconds.
Using IBSampleApp, you request real-time historical bars using the Bar Request section of the Market Data tab. This
time, fill in the fields and then click the Real Time button. The output is displayed in a grid as shown below.
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Market Depth - reqMktDepth

Market Depth - reqMktDepth
Market depth is provided via the reqMktDepth method. Updates are delivered via the updateMktDepth and updateMktDepthL2 callbacks, depending on whether or not the market maker is available. The reqMktDepth method lets you specify the number of rows of date to receive. Depending on the volatility of the market, the product in question may or
may not have the specified amount of entries.
Using IBSampleApp, you request market depth by entering the number of rows (entries) in the Market Depth section of
the Market Data tab, and then click the Deep Book button.

In the example above, ten entries were requested. However, since the EUR.USD product is highly volatile, only a few are
returned.
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Market Scanners - reqScannerSubscription
The last feature in the Market Data tab of the IBSampleApp that this guide will cover is the market scanner. This is the
API equivalent of the TWS functionality with the same name. A market scanner lets you receive the topmost instruments
according to criteria that you specify. The API method that sends your request is reqScannerSubscription.
You can request the complete XML document containing all valid scanner criteria using the reqScannerParameters
method.
The market scanner in IBSampleApp works like the other features in IBSampleApp in that you fill in the fields and then
click a button. In this case, the market scanner is located on the Scanner tab under the Data tab, and the fields you fill
out represent the scanner criteria. Click Submit to send the request. The results are displayed as shown below.
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Orders
Submitting an order to the TWS requires three things are required:
l

A valid contract.

l

The order itself.

l

A valid identifier. Unlike the rest of the API requests requiring an identifier, orders cannot be assigned a random
number as an identifier.

The Next Valid Identifier
Perhaps the most important event received after successfully connecting to the TWS is the nextValidId, which is also
triggered after invoking the reqIds method. As its name indicates, the nextValidId event provides the next valid identifier needed to place an order. This identifier is nothing more than the next number in the sequence. This means the client application does not have to obtain a new valid identifier every time it needs to submit a new order. It is enough to
increase the last value received from the nextValidId method by one. For example, if the valid identifier for your first
API order is 1, the next valid identifier would be 2, and so on. You can always use the reqIds method in the event that
your client application accidentally loses track of this sequence.
The next valid identifier is persistent between TWS sessions and completely independent from one client to another. A
client application connecting with client ID 123 will always have its own sequence starting where it left it regardless of
a second client connecting with client ID 987. An example further ahead will make this easier to understand.

Resetting the API Order ID Sequence in TWS
If necessary, you can reset the order ID sequence in TWS in the API Settings in the Configuration window.
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Orders

Important: For the sequence to be correctly reset, there cannot be any API-submitted active orders.
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Submitting an Order - placeOrder
The TWS API supports most of the orders which can be submitted from TWS. An order is described in the Order class,
which is sent from the API to TWS as part of the placeOrder method. IBSampleApp demonstrates how orders can be
placed on the Trading tab. To place an order, click on the New Order link on the Trading tab. This opens the Order dialog, where you enter all of the required information for the order:

The first tab in the Order dialog has a Contract section, where you enter or select the contract information, and an Order
Base Attributes section. where you enter or select the most basic attributes of an order. You can specify additional order
attributes on the other tabs in the Order dialog. The API Reference Guide contains a complete description of all the attributes available on the Order class.
Click the Send button to submit the order to TWS. After the order is successfully sent to TWS, two events are typically
reported back to the API: openOrder and orderStatus. It is through these events that the client application will be able
to control the complete life cycle of the order from its submission to its complete execution or cancellation. Using this
information, IBSampleApp is able to update the Live Orders grid on the Trading tab:

Important: Use the placeOrder method to modify an existing order. Invoking the placeOrder method using the same
order ID as an active order instructs TWS to apply the updated Order object to the existing one. In IBSampleApp,
double-click the active order in the Live Orders grid, and then resubmit the order with the new information from the
Order dialog.
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Getting a List of Active Orders
You can request a list of active orders from TWS in three different ways:
l

Request the connected client’s orders – reqOpenOrders

l

Request all orders submitted via the TWS API – reqAllOpenOrders

l

Take control over orders submitted manually in TWS - reqAutoOpenOrders

Request the Connected Client’s Orders – reqOpenOrders
The reqOpenOrders method lets you request a list of only those active orders that were placed by the currently connected client application. In IBSampleApp, active orders received from TWS appear in the Live Orders grid on the Trading tab:

Request All Orders Submitted from the API – reqAllOpenOrders
The reqAllOpenOrders method lets you request a list of active orders submitted from different client applications from
each different client.
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Getting a List of Active Orders

This is a good time to revisit the order identifier (next valid id). In the image above, see how clients 1, 2 and 3 successfully placed orders with order ID 1. This shows the order ID sequence is independent from one client to another.
Important: Only the client application that originally placed the order (or an application connected with the exact same
client ID) can modify its active orders.

What About Orders Submitted Directly from TWS?
The reqAllOpenOrders request can also be used to request those orders placed manually in TWS. The following image
shows an order placed directly in TWS and retrieved from the API client application. Note that both the client and order
IDs are set to 0.

Take Control Over Orders Submitted Manually in TWS reqAutoOpenOrders
Use the reqAutoOpenOrders method to request that TWS allow it to take over those orders submitted manually. Only
the client application using 0 as its identifier can do this.
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Getting a List of Active Orders

Important: Before the API can take over manually-placed orders, you must invoke the reqAutoOpenOrder method
before you enter the order in TWS. Only those orders manually placed after this call will be bound.
To help you distinguish manually-submitted orders from those submitted from the API, TWS can bind them to negative
identifiers as seen in the following image, which shows the API Settings in the TWS Configuration window.
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Canceling Orders - cancelOrder and reqGlobalCancel

Canceling Orders - cancelOrder and reqGlobalCancel
You can cancel individual orders using the cancelOrder method or all orders at once using reqGlobalCancel. When you
use cancelOrder, you include the order ID of the order to be canceled; cancelOrder cancels the order identified by the
ID as long as the client requesting the cancellation is the same that placed the order. When you use reqGlobalCancel,
all active orders are canceled.
In IBSampleApp, both methods are represented by buttons on the Trading tab:

Important: Any API client can request a global cancellation, but single orders can only be canceled manually in TWS or
by the API client identified with the same client ID that placed the order.
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Requesting Execution Reports - reqExecutions
When an order has been filled (either partially or completely), TWS automatically delivers execution and commissions
reports via the execDetails and commissionReport events from the EWrapper interface. These events will usually be
accompanied by a commissions report as long as the order was placed by the connected client application and/or the client application is connected with the master client ID.
This information can also be received after the trade was executed for as long as 24 hours from the order’s fill using the
reqExecutions method. This method passes an ExecutionFilter object, which allows you to further refine the query. Leaving all fields of this object blank will retrieve all available execution reports.
In IBSampleApp, you can request execution reports on the Trading tab:
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Account Handling
The API contains three different methods to request account and portfolio information:
l

reqAccountSummary

l

reqPositions

l

reqAccountUpdates

These methods are represented on the Account Info tab in IBSampleApp .

Summary - reqAccountSummary
The reqAccountSummary method provides a quick view of your account’s status, excluding positions. It also lets you
request a subset of values using its tags parameter (set tags to “all” to receive the full summary).
In the API sample application, click the Request button on the Account Info > Account Summary tab to send a reqAccountSummary request to TWS.

Portfolio - reqPositions
The reqPositions method retrieves all open positions of all managed accounts.
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Account Handling

Account Updates - reqAccount Updates
Finally, you can use the reqAccountUpdates method to request a combination of both account information and portfolio
from TWS. This method will actually start a subscription, which remains active until you unsubscribe.
Important: Only one managed account can be subscribed at a time. This applies to all connected client applications.
Triggering a subscription from a different client when there is a different client already has an active subscription will result in an error message.
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Looking for Contracts - reqContractDetails
You can retrieve the full description of a contract using the reqContractDetails method. This method is useful for determining an instrument’s identifier (conId) or its trading hours. In IBSampleApp, fill in the Contract details fields on the Contract Information tab and then click the Search button. The contract details will appear on the Contract Details tab:

How to Find the Complete Option Chain
The reqContractDetails method is far more useful for retrieving multiple contracts that match the given description.
Since the purpose of this method is not only to receive a single contract but all possible candidates, you can easily use it
retrieve all available options or futures for a given underling. In IBSampleApp, fill in the Contract details AND Option
chain fields on the Contract Information tab and then click the Search button. The complete option chain for the underlying will appear on the Contract Details tab:

Important: Due to the potentially high amount of contracts returned, this method may be subject to pacing violations.
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Looking for Contracts - reqContractDetails
The Request button in the Option chain section of the Contract Information tab uses the exact same function to request
all options. The only difference is that it also performs a market data subscription for every received contract to provide a
richer example.
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Reuters Fundamentals - reqFundamentalData
The last section of the Contract Information section of IBSampleApp that we'll review is fundamental data obtained from
Reuters. the reqFundamentalData method requests this data, which is delivered in XML format and requires additional
subscriptions.
In IBSampleApp, make a selection from the Report type field in the Fundamentals section of the Contract Information
tab, and then click the Query button. The XML-formatted data is displayed in the Fundamentals section:
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Exercising Options - exerciseOptions
You can exercise an option or let it lapse using the exerciseOptions method. In IBSampleApp, you do this on the Option
exercising tab:

Internally, the sample application will retrieve all open positions of the selected account and extract only the option
(OPT) contracts for ease of use. You can override the system's natural action using the override parameter of the exerciseOptions method. This results in the exercise of options that are “out-of-the-money.”
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Financial Advisors
Financial Advisors managing multiple accounts can allocate positions resulting from a trade in multiple ways. The easiest method of allocating positions is to specify the Account ID (i.e., UXXXXXX) in the order object’s attribute. To
allow for extra flexibility, advisors can create multiple allocation profiles, account aliases and account groups within
TWS itself. These configurations are also available to the API client applications.

Requesting Advisor Configurations – requestFA
The requestFA method lets advisors retrieve the three different configurations - account aliases, account groups and allocation profiles - on the Financial Advisor tab of IBSampleApp, as shown below. In the sample application, click the Load
button in each section to retrieve the configuration.

All advisor configuration data is returned in XML format. For convenience, the sample application parses the incoming
XML structure in order to present the different configurations in a user-friendly format.

Updating Advisor Configurations – replaceFA
Advisors can also replace the configuration data from API client applications. This is accomplished using the
replaceFA method. We recommend that you use this method with cautious because TWS will not perform any sorting or
merging between the old and the updated information. Whatever is sent from the API client will override the TWS configuration.
For more information about advisor support in the API, see the Advisors topic in the API Reference Guide.
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Next Steps

Next Steps
As we mentioned at the beginning, guide simply provides an overview of the C# API by looking at some of the main
functions of the IBSampleApp sample application. We strongly encourage you to experiment and investigate the
C# API source code for a more complete understanding of the TWS API as a whole.

Useful Links
l

l

l

C# API Tutorial - A C# tutorial, Building a C# API Sample Application provides a step-by-step guide to using
the C# API to build a console application from scratch. The Tutorial is part of our API Reference Guide.
Additional Sample Code -For additional information about sample application source code, see Additional
Sample Code in this guide.
API Documentation - For complete descriptions of all of the methods, events and objects in the C# API, see the
API Reference Guide.

Additional Assistance and Feedback
Your feedback is very important to us. Should you have any further questions or comments, contact our our Customer Service department. You can also contact our API support team directly by sending an email to api@interactivebrokers.com.
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Additional Sample Code
The TWS API is a very simple yet powerful interface. The most important elements are the EClientSocket class and the
EWrapper interface. One of the drawbacks of providing a "full blown" sample application such as the one discussed in
this guide is that it can inevitably add more noise in the form of UI code, making it difficult to differentiate between the
TWS API itself and the sample code.

IBSamples Project
The IBSamples project included with the TWS API software is a console-based application that contains the minimum
functionality that any API client application might need. This application contains a main class (Sample), which instantiates an EWrapper’s implementing object (EWrapperImpl) having an instance of the EClientSocket class:

As you can see in the image above, all of the available EClientSocket methods are demonstrated within the main class
testIBMethods. These functions have been intentionally commented so that you can uncomment very specific method
that you testing.
On the other hand, the EWrapper’s implementation is reduced to simply printing out the data received from the TWS:
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Additional Sample Code

Some additional classes have been added to show different kinds of contracts (ContractSamples) and orders OrderSamples):
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